
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

General Solution Questions 

Q. Why is SDN better than the traditional network I have today? 
A. Generally speaking, SDN can provide agility, elasticity, and other flexibility in more dynamic 
and complex environments.  Not everyone needs SDN, especially if their network is small or 
relatively static, but as IT often strives to do more with less, SDN can help for example by 
providing more IT automation of networking. 
 

Q. What are the key things I should be thinking about when evaluating SDN technology? 
A. Fundamentally SDN is a framework architecture, that could be used for a variety of benefits, 
including a more agile and segmented security. Fortinet does not provide SDN products, but as 
a network security vendor, our solutions integrates with existing and future SDN solutions. As 
different vendors have different approached to implementing SDN, integration with third party 
products and the partner ecosystem are important when talking about SDN. A key point is the 
programmability of Fortinet’s product, our main products (FGT, FMG, FAZ, FWB, FML) support 
north bound API, this gives an important value when it comes to integrate into SDN 
architecture. 
 
It is important to focus discussion on the desired business and IT use cases and benefits, and 
not just the architecture - whether SDN is needed and what type, desired outcomes, etc – in 
order to move evaluations and PoC’s forward. 
 

Q. How does SDN change my network? What's different? 
A. Many in IT have seen how server virtualization, especially VMware ESX, has transformed 
the data center over the past decade.  Software-defined networking (SDN) or network 
virtualization refers to a varying range of network technologies with similar principles that were 
applied to server/compute virtualization, i.e. abstraction, encapsulation, orchestration, etc. – as 
well as now being applied to other infrastructure layers like storage and security as well. 
 
The network packets and flows still follow the same fundamental 7-layer OSI model, but the 
infrastructure such as switches and routers might be virtual, and network objects, such as IP’s, 
MAC, ports, and flows are decoupled and independent of the physical network topologies. 
 

Q. Does SDN introduce new security risks to my environment? 
A. Networking, like other IT infrastructure, is inherently neither secure nor insecure. Security 
based on fundamental principles can be applied to any environment but need to be appropriate 
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to the infrastructure and technology.  Certainly a relatively closed and static environment is 
easier to secure than a connected and dynamic one, but both can be secured.   
 
With the idea that SDN is implemented to achieve certain business and IT goals, such as to 
accelerate business application and service delivery, or foster collaboration, networks may be 
dynamic more accessible as a consequence of the goal.  Existing static security approaches 
may be insufficient, but that only means that security solutions and technologies also need new 
or different approaches, which Fortinet is heavily investing in. 
 

Q. What are the common use cases? 
A. As Fortinet does not provide software-defined networking itself, we won’t go through all the 
networking use case, but since firewalls and network security are often tied to the network 
architecture, there are some key security-related use cases and benefits: 

 Scaling Protection – Often organizations are deploying SDN and virtualization in the 
private cloud, or even migrating to public clouds, to accelerate the business through 
more agile IT infrastructure that supports elastic workloads that can scale up and down.  
As these applications are often building trust and relationship with customers, partners 
and users, it is important to transparently ensure privacy and security without slowing 
down the business. 

 End-to-end Segmentation – Providing internal segmentation within and across private 
and public clouds, including fine-grained micro-segmentation in virtualized data centers, 
to ensure comprehensive Security Fabric visibility and awareness. 
 

Q. Can I install SDN alongside my existing network? 
A. It is extremely difficult to rip-and-replace an existing network without severe risk of impacting 
existing users, server, and applications.  From a pragmatic standpoint, many SDN vendors 
have thus emphasized ability to deploy SDN alongside the existing network, to gain the 
benefits of SDN for a new project or initiative while providing tools and features for P2V 
(Physical to Virtual) or other connectivity from the new SDN to existing networks and users. 
 

Q. Will network engineers have to become programmers? Do I have the necessary skills in-
house? 

A. Programmable networking is only one aspect of SDN, and in most cases the 
programmability can be abstracted behind management and workflow automation GUI’s and 
front-end consoles.  Certainly some engineers actually prefer to drop to a command-line or API 
level for full control; others may prefer to work at a higher level of abstraction via a GUI.   
 
Open-source and open-standard SDN platforms tend to require more lower-level programming 
and assembling a complete solution, while commercial vendor platforms provide the most out-
of-the box solutions.  But even open source solutions such as OpenStack now has a Horizon 
project that provides GUI-based cloud management and orchestration. 
 

Q. What is Fortinet’s SDN Architecture? 
A. Fortinet is partnered and working with leading networking vendors who are the primary 
suppliers of networking, virtualization and automation products, and therefore delivering the 
actual SDN platforms and architectures themselves.  Instead, as a leading network security 
vendor, Fortinet has developed the Software-Defined Security Framework as a common 
security architecture for how security infrastructure can itself become agile and elastic as well, 
regardless of specific SDN vendors, but able to integrate with leading virtualization, SDN, and 
cloud platforms. 
 
The basic elements of Software-Defined Security include: 
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 data plane – encapsulation of runtime firewall and security inspection into virtual 
appliances and services 

 control plane – orchestration and automation with hypervisors, SDN controllers and 
other software-defined data center (SDDC) stack 

 management plane – single-pane-of-glass visibility and control across physical, virtual 
and cloud for a consistent security posture 

 
Fortinet is partnered with all major SDN platforms, as organizations have a choice of vendor 
and architecture.  It is important to note that the vendor platforms are very different from each 
other, and the best choice of platform depends heavily on the organization as well as the use 
cases.   
 
 

Q. What is the Fortinet recommendation on SDN platform or approach we should take? 
A. Fortinet is partnered with all major SDN platforms, as organizations have a choice of vendor 
and architecture.  It is important to note that the vendor platforms are very different from each 
other, and the best choice of platform depends heavily on the organization as well as the use 
cases. 
 
Rather than recommend a specific SDN vendor or architecture, as our Software-Defined 
Security strategy is agnostic and designed to work with a variety of vendors,  Fortinet is happy 
to bring partners including VMware and Cisco, or for OpenStack numerous partners such as 
HP, Plumgrid, Nuage Networks, RedHat, and Mirantis into a joint discussion to explore 
whether a specific SDN platform and Fortinet integration can satisfy desired use cases. 
 
 

General Evaluation Questions 

 

Q. Do you offer any “turn-key” SDN solutions? 
A. Cisco, VMware, and OpenStack ML2 all have packaged, out-of-the-box Fortinet integrations 
that can be installed and configured without any API programming.  With some other SDN 
partners or vendors, the partner may provide the out-of-box connector or plug-in from their side 
so that API programming is not necessary. 
 
 

Q. Who are your approved SDN SI/VAR/ Integrators? 
A. As Fortinet works 100% through the channel, we have an extensive global list of channel 
partners. We do not provide certification or competency program to approve specific partners 
for SDN or Software-Defined Security; however, we provide extensive training and access to 
relevant SDN and SDS specific materials through our partner enablement include our 
Accelerate partner conference and Network Security Expert training and certification program. 
 

Q. What is the ROI for SDN? 
A. ROI for SDN is dependent both on vendor pricing and TCO as well as benefits tied to 
specific use case.  From the security use cases for Software Defined Security, the 
orchestration components such as FortiGate Connectors or purpose-built FortiGate VMX do 
not have notable pricing premiums compared to the FortiGate appliances themselves.  But 
they provide significant benefits in scaling and automation that save manual admin costs, as 
well as increased protection by segmenting and containing advanced threats. 
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Q. How do SDN and Cloud fit together? 
A. Virtualization, SDN, and related management/orchestration tools are all elements of data 
center transformation to an on-premise private cloud, or some might call Software-Defined 
Data Center.  It is extremely parallel to adopting public cloud, as IaaS clouds like AWS and 
Azure probably have the most sophisticated software-defined networks under the covers – but 
in public clouds one only consumes SDN indirectly as a service, and configures it through GUI 
and API interface points.  They are tightly related and part of Fortinet’s combined Software-
Defined Security strategy. 
 
A key Fortinet advantage is that our security products have the same security functionality 
whether they are deployed on private or public cloud. FortiManager and FortiAnalyzer can be 
used as single-pane-of-glass for FG-VM deployed on private or public cloud. 
 

Q. What is your recommendation on running an SDN PoC? 
A. Concentrate on specific business use cases and benefits to be evaluated, otherwise just 
looking at it from an architecture standpoint there are no concrete metrics.  A good starting 
point would be the Scale and Segment security use cases mentioned earlier. 
 

Q. What is the cost (of migrating to SDN)? 
A. From vendor infrastructure standpoint, each vendor prices separately, with of course open-
source being theoretically free.  But the costs of deploying, integrating, configuring, and 
supporting, must also be added to the TCO, especially when it comes to open-source.  Fortinet 
again welcomes bringing in one of our SDN vendor partners for a complete discussion of 
networking and security benefits and TCO. 
 
Many of the Fortinet integrations, often packaged as FortiGate Connectors, are available at no 
additional cost to FortiGate users. 
 

Q. Please share examples of SDN Best Practices? 
A. We’ve recently released a number of Deployment Guides for various SDN platforms, that 
helps to articulate how Fortinet solutions can be configured for specific use cases on thos 
platforms. 
 

Q. What is Fortinet’s target architecture for SDN and also for NFV? 
A. Refer again to the Fortinet Software-Defined Security Framework for the basic conceptual 
principles and architecture, and the Deployment Guides for more specific use cases. 
 

Q. How do I run a Proof-of-Concept, of Fortinet technologies, various SDN platforms? 
A. SDN partner licenses or hardware for a customer-premise PoC must always come from the 
SDN vendor themselves.  We’ve recently released several deployment guides covering some 
common use case architectures for SDN platforms, that can serve as the starting point for 
configuring and running a PoC.   
 
 




